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CHARITY EVENT UPDATE
Welcome to our third edition
of iMAGine.
‘My what a lot of talent!’
friends often remark when
they see our artwork.

Mary Smith’s Hallett Cove Painting—donated
raffle prize for the Hallett Cove Exhibition

Rotary Blackwood Art Exhibition: July 17 to 24 2016
Entries close June 24. For more information, go to
www.rotarnet.com.au/blackwood
Royal Adelaide Show: September 2 to 11.
Entries close June 24. For more information, go to
www.theshow.com.au

Go to www.rotaryartshow.org for information re other
exhibitions.

More Opportunities…
Opportunity to exhibit your work on our MAG website.
Documents are ready if you would like to showcase
your work. See Jim Green for more information.

Peter Heinjus and Glenys reveal the poster
advertising the event. Stay tuned in for
more information over coming weeks.

We remember Rosemary Galatis who passed away in
tragic circumstances in April. She will be sadly missed
as a valued member of the Marion Art Group. Our
sympathies go out to the family.
Rosemary was an artist and a writer.
Here is one of her poems which paints a picture of the
island state that has inspired so many of our artists:
TASMANIA
Blowhole beach
Combing for the
Perfect pebble.
On the old prison stairs
Lichen, cobwebs,
An eerie cry—
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Kneeling
On the verge
Worshipping daisies.

Tipping rain
From my shoes
Laughing
Climbing
Into clouds
Forests.
— Rosemary Galatis
© 2004

Talent? What is talent? Is it
some magical Midas touch
with our brush that turns
everything on our canvas to
masterpieces? Some Godgiven gift for which we must
be thankful? Or some genetic
predisposal to artistic
creativity? Or coffee?

Robert Richardson—where will he paint the galah?

MAG
EVENTS
AT A GLANCE
June 27
Committee Meeting
July 4
Mid-Year Lunch

We define our identity by our
“talents”. We think talents
equal success. I remember a
school principal once saying
to me, ‘Every parent thinks
their child is gifted and
talented.’

Louise Feneley Demo (oils)

But reality is talent leads
nowhere without
commitment to the craft and
practice, practice, practice…to
a point.

Committee Meeting

Because our artistic talent
depends on others, how they
respond to our work and how
perceptive we have been to
pick up on the prevailing
cultural trends to cause our
work to connect with people.
—Lee-Anne Kling
~

Still Life Session

July 11
Still Life Session
July 18
Studio Session
July 25
August 1
Portraiture Group
August 8
August 15
Studio Session

Marion Art Group
Website: marionartgroup.org

THE PRESIDENT’S
PERSPECTIVE
Well, they say talent is overrated, and
I remember the famous portraitist
David Wells saying his success is hard
work and practice, practice, practice.
But what about the tools we use?
How often do we acknowledge the
importance of the quality of our
brushes and paints and so on? David
Coles, founder of Langridge Artist
Colours, spoke to our group about the
oil colours he produces. David makes
products which have low odour and
toxicity. He talked about the
production procedure, mixing pure
pigment with oil. David uses
safflower oil or stand oil, not the
standard linseed oil, which yellows
with time. The colour intensity he
achieves is exceptional, with a vast
range of new colours to reflect and
compliment the colours of the
Australian landscape. He must have
had fun naming those!
So, to return to our starting point, is
talent overrated? I certainly
acknowledge that hard work and
practice pay off, and we need to use
good materials to produce good work.
Yet, nobody would deny that a
modicum of talent is necessary too?
—Glenys Brokenshire

Artist in Focus
RAE LONG:
Written by Rae Long

I grew up in Gladstone
in the mid-North of S.A.
From a young age, I
loved to draw.
At 20, I moved to the city to be
married and start a new life. I
became the proud mum of two boys.
In 1980, I saw an article in the local
paper that caught my eye expressing
interest in joining art classes in a
private home in the next street.
Committee Meeting
Dates for 2016
June 27, July 25, August 29,
September 26, October 31,
November 21 (Probable)

Anita Bentley Workshop
Anita, a local artist has
won a number of awards
and her achievements in
watercolour are recognised
in Australia and overseas.
Participants in the
workshop had the choice of
using their own photos or
painting with Anita. She
had already done some
work on a landscape,
having completed the sky
and background, and
intended completing the
rest in class. She had left
the major shapes of two
large gum trees paper
white. This technique of
negative painting around
key shapes is a technique
she uses quite often in
preference to masking. To
paint the gum trees she
applied Raw Sienna, Burnt
Sienna and Ultramarine
randomly on the trunk and
let the colours mix on the
paper.

This was the home of Sue
Shilling who was to become
the founder of Marion Art
Group which began in
Warradale Institute near
Oaklands Railway Station.
A few years after joining the
group, I was asked to help
with Art Classes at Cooinda
Community Centre at
Marion. This I did for 30
years. All this time I
attended many art classes to
further my love of Art.
During my time, Marion Art
Group has grown and

MAG—25th Anniversary: Rae (back right)
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TALENT VS LEARNING
Artistic Talent is
Overrated
By Carole Rodrigue
(an extract)

moved to Marino Community Hall.
I served 2 terms as president and
committee member. I am the last of the
original members of Marion Art Group.

LESLEY REDGATE WORKSHOP
Lesley explained that
multiple layers of paint
in different degrees of
transparency help to
MAG artists applying what they’ve learnt
produce the depth and
Then she added dots of
richness of the colour in
Lesley with Marian Green
Burnt Sienna, softening with
our environment. The
water so the colour would
In April Willunga artist, subsequent paint layers
run. I followed this
should be stronger (less
Lesley Redgate
technique and was pleased
water or medium with
conducted a workshop
with the result.
the paint), than the first
for our MAG acrylic
layer so preventing
painters.
During her demonstration
cracking of the paint.
Anita suggested that before Lesley inspired by the
My suggestion is that if
starting any painting, she
urban and rural
thin glazes are used
wets the paper thoroughly.
landscape of the Fleurieu over thicker underOnce the first wash is down Peninsula, explained how
coats, your painting can
she likes to wait at least
she stylises components be ‘fixed’ with varnish
twenty-four hours before
of the landscape to
when the completed
the next stage. After
emphasise the geometric painting has cured.
completing the base
structure found in trees
painting, she does not
We appreciated Lesley’s
and buildings.
overly rely on the photo
time providing insight
source as she takes her cue She led us through a
into a method that is
process
which
included
from how the paint has
perhaps not the way
drawing our
settled on the paper.
most of us work. Will
compositions on the
Rogers once said, “Why
The workshop was an
canvas with pencil,
not go out on a limb?
instructive experience,
painting the lines and
That’s where the fruit
thanks to Anita’s
then ‘blocking in’ the
is.” Some practice with
enthusiasm, her knowledge basic colour scheme of
‘underpainting’
of techniques and her
the painting to provide a techniques could be
willingness to take time
layer of paint as the
quite fruitful!
with individual participants. ‘underpainting’.
—Jim Green
—Helen Bowering

While for most artists
there’s an initial
degree that starts us
on our artistic path, for
the most part it’s all
about learning and
work.

Tony Kalemba—eager to learn

PRICING OUR ART based
on the thoughts of Victorian
artist and art consultant,
Brenda Innes.
Q: What price do I put on
my art work? A: You are the
only person who can
decide. Some points to
consider when pricing
artwork are:
When you first exhibit your
work commercially don’t
overprice it. Keep your
prices modest. Gain
experience and exposure
before raising prices.
Consider the costs ie.
exhibition entry,
commission, materials, etc.
and then add on a realistic
profit.
Compare your work with
other art works and their
prices for similar works in a
similar media. Be realistic.
Keep frames simple,
appropriate and
professional. Tastes differ
so expensive framing is not
money well spent. For
stretched canvas, no
framing but edges
professionally finished.

Be objective and
consistent with pricing.
Smaller works are usually
cheaper than larger ones.
Similar sized works are
usually the same prices.
Be wary of reducing your
prices after having sold at
a particular price over a
period of time. This
confuses buyers.
Exceptions may be a
studio clearance sale or a
work you think is good,
but has repeatedly not
sold (so you can assume it
was over-priced).
You may consider pricing
according to the
demographic of the
viewing audience or
venue. Shopping Centre
Exhibitions are open to
those who may not
normally buy original art.
Art shows and galleries
have patrons prepared to
spend on works with
which they connect.
However, if you love a
piece of work you’ve done
and are not fussed if you
don’t sell it, go ahead and
put a high price.

PORTRAITURE PRODUCTS

Hiliary, a regular participant

No amount of talent
will save your skin if
you don’t learn the
basics…colour, light,
shadows, paints,
mediums, materials
etc…
It’s the learning and
practicing that will
hone talent and skill.
Skills do not come
naturally. Maybe a bit
at first, but skill comes
from a lot of practice.
Learning and
practicing never end.
Show me an artist who
stops learning, and I’ll
show you an artist in
stagnation and going
nowhere fast.
Talent will only get you
so far. It’s way
overrated. This means
that if you have desire,
yes, you too can be a
really great artist and
it’s never too late to
learn.
Talent almost seems
like a myth when you
really think about it.

Have a go at STILL
LIFE
—every 2nd Monday of
the Month.

MAG LIBRARY…a
great resource of
books and videos
for your art…

Your friendly librarians:
Margaret Pope & Anne Bates

Photos in this edition have been taken
and provided by
Maryla Wawrzycki and Lee-Anne Kling
Many thanks to all who contribute and
help produce this newsletter.

